Effective Air Quality Treatment
For Commercial Buildings
Energy Efficient IAQ Treatment Technology
THE FridgeWize ADVANTAGE

•

FRIDGEWIZE WARRANTY
These ionizers come with a 3-year warranty.

•

EFFECTIVE AGAINST PATHOGENS
Proven to kill pathogens in the air and on surfaces
through independent lab testing.

Needlepoint bi-polar ionization has been used in commercial buildings
for many years. Hospitals, arenas, airports have seen positive benefits

•

CONTROLS HARMFUL VOC’s

using this technology in improving their indoor air quality environments.

Needlepoint bi-polar ionization proven to eliminate

•

VOC’s and odors to help create a safe.

These work in creating positive and negative ions which attacks

REDUCES ALLERGENS

breaking down the water in the air. The positive and negative ions
attack pathogens by taking out their hydrogen element. This effectively

Keeps allergens to a minimum by clumping
allergens together to be able to filtrate through

pathogens, VOC’s, smoke, allergens. These ions are created by

inactivates the pathogens.

HVAC filters.
These bi-polar ionizers also help reduce the VOC, smoke, allergens by
•

LOW MAINTENANCE
Patented self-cleaning design will provide you with
years of maintenance free operation. No tube to be
replaced like similar UV-C based systems.

•

EASY INSTALLTION
Installs easily into existing HVAC units. Whether
it is in split air handlers, furnaces, or packaged
rooftop units.

•

CLEANS EVAPORATIVE COIL
Reduces the amount of biomaterial that is collected

charging these particles and clumping them together. Together with
your HVAC filter, they are captured and taken out of the air stream.
These ions are also created without any harmful levels of ozone. Also,
the bi-polar ionizers are maintenance free and its effectiveness does
not fluctuate with lower temperatures like UV-C based systems. No
bulbs to ever replace.
When coupled with our energy efficient supply fan electric motor
solutions and higher rated MERV filters, this provides commercial
businesses with effective IAQ solutions while lowering their energy
consumption.

onto the surface of the evaporator coil. Allowing for
your AC and heat to work more efficiently.
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